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Innovation & DevelopmentSLOGAN
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As a global total logistics corporate, SHINHAN Sea and Air Cargo Inc, 

leads the global total logistics fields including marine transportation, air transportation, bonded 

transportation, bonded warehouse, storage, bulk-project cargo, 3PL, and Eurasia rail transportation. 

With the best specialists in various sectors, we have grown every year since its foundation in 2009.

We accelerate new services including TSR/TCR/TMGR/TIR with the expansion of our business 

based on the partnership with globally recognized enterprises into the Americas, Europe, China, 

Asia and Far East. Wherever you are, no matter what cargo it is, we provide you 

with the best service to meet your needs and the characteristics of your cargo.

We can also guarantee quickness and accuracy from the real-time information on the status 

of all cargo with high-tech security, and observation system and systemic Overseas Networks.

We offers one-step-in-front service to convert our service to your competitiveness and continue 

to find a market based on the analysis on changing international logistics context and its trend. 

At the same time, we are trying to leap forward the future with the future-leading logistics network 

research and the constant investment on expert personnel training.

We promise to give you the best satisfaction with our expertise defying comparison, 

accumulated know-hows, and zero-margin-of-error service.

SHINHAN Sea and Air Cargo Inc.



Thanks for visiting SHINHAN Sea and Air Cargo Inc, The People who open the way.

Thanks to your consistent interest and support, SHINHAN Sea and Air Cargo Inc. is becoming 

one of leading groups to play a pivotal role in Korean logistics industry.

Today, we refresh our mindset and attitude to treat you, our customers, humbly as we believe 

that ‘global logistics’ should be responsible for your cargo which is your inevitable fruition going 

through a series stages of development, purchase, manufacturing and find markets based on 

the market principle of demand and supply. 

With this resolution, we promise to be faithful to our originally assigned duties.

In addition, we want to focus on our role as a responsible global logistics service provider, 

grown up with our customers by coping with changing logistics paradigm effectively. 

Furthermore, we will realize the future following the logistics in the competition with other 

global rivals with our cutting-edge logistics IT and network development, 

professional talent training and continuous investment on R&D.

Thank you.

Customer’s Expectation, the Future of LogisticsSLOGAN
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C.E.O of SHINHAN Sea and Air Cargo Inc.



Ⅱ. VISION & VALUE

The symbol of SHINHAN Sea and Air Cargo Inc. 

is S in the oval shaped Earth with its color of bluish 

green and blue standing for ocean and sky respectively. 

This means we lead new Korea with logistics, 

“encompassing the five oceans and six continents 

through logistics”.

㈜신한해운항공 CI/BI

파랑
000,000,000

군청
000,000,000

검정
000,000,000

Values
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Ⅲ. BUSINESS AREA
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SHINHAN Sea and Air Cargo Inc. pursuits

more than business purpose. We will take a lead

role to contribute to build inclusive society so that

the awareness on companies can be renewed.
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International Networks
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Ⅴ. OVERSEA NETWORK




